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maintenance & restoration An Engine Overhaul Part II Putting it together and breaking it in RI C HARD KOE HL E R , E A A 1 6 1 4 2 7



Editor’s Note: This is the second part of Richard Koehler’s article on overhauling your engine. For tips on disassembly of your engine and cost see EAA Sport Aviation, February 2008.



T



he down side of overhauling your own engine is time. It took a day to remove the engine, and another to disassemble it. The better part of a third day was spent packing and shipping out the various components. I knew the cylinders would take at least six weeks, so I sent them first, followed by the moving steel parts (crank, cam, rods, etc.). They usually take about a month—with machining, cad plating, and baking—assuming the parts are repairable. If not, historically, I have had problems finding cams, which can take time to locate. Then everything else needing outside inspection and/or repair was shipped. In the meantime, I began cleaning the parts I did not send out. These were chemically stripped of paint, cleaned, and bead blasted when necessary. They were then primed and repainted. Meanwhile, I put together a list of all the new parts I would need. Lycoming lists all the mandatory replacement parts in the latest version of Service Bulletin 240, such as exhaust valves, gaskets, seals, and lock washers. Believe it or not, a few years ago a helicopter engine recently overhauled by a major shop ran out of oil in flight, and it was found that several of the lock washers had failed because the shop had reused the old ones. The service bulletin was revised to include lock washers on the mandatory list. Some of the replacement parts were for parts found to not pass inspection, which in my case included the hydraulic tappets. They were not worn on the faces (common), but had corrosion pitting around their outside (unusual). I hadn’t noticed this, but Aircraft Specialties detected it and rejected them. I 100
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normally send the parts list out to the various parts distributors, but based on another engine I overhauled this summer, I found that I got the best prices from A.E.R.O. out of Bath, Pennsylvania. I faxed in the list, and in about a week I had most of the parts. The rest came within another week. When the steel parts came back, I was able to start reassembly of



If you can successfully build a plane, you have the skills to overhaul your engine. You just need to follow the manual and, preferably, have someone to ask about details that come up. the case, since I had kept it. The reassembly starts with putting the connecting rods on the crankshaft (with new bolts and nuts costing $30 each); then mounting the crankshaft, cam, and tappets in the case; and assembling and torquing the case bolts. This took about a day of careful work. Next the cylinders were added and then the gears, accessory case, and oil sump. This took another day. Finally, I attached the engine to the engine mounts and installed all the accessories. This took another day. Along the way, I had repainted my prop. It was not overhauled, since it had less than 500 hours on it. The assembled engine, accessories, mount, and the prop were hauled to the airport one day, and then the reattachment to the airframe started. With some help it took about four days to reattach, reroute, clamp, adjust, safety wire, and otherwise make airworthy the engine and prop installation. Along the way, I had also removed the autopilot and some cockpit instruments for overhaul while the plane



was down, so it also took Be sure that engine wiring, about another day to rein- sensors, and hoses are reattached stall and check out all of correctly, to avoid engine or other component complications. that. To do this work you will need all the proper manuals and tools. As a minimum, you will need the Lycoming direct drive overhaul manual, which runs about $50 from Lycoming, and you will have to have access to the latest version of the Lycoming service letters, bulletins, and instructions. This can cost a few hundred dollars, and $35 per year to stay on the update list, but several of us in my EAA chapter have this listing, and a half-hour with a copy machine will get you most of what you need. You will need a good, in-calibration torque wrench (I prefer the bendingbeam type) that can go to at least 60 foot-pounds. You will also need decent tools and common items like safety wire, common washers, and paint. If you can successfully build a plane, you have the skills to overhaul your engine. You just need to follow the manual and, preferably, have someone to ask about details that come up.



Engine Break-in To break in the engine, I followed the cylinder repair shop’s recommendations to the letter. The folks at Harrison Engine Service caution to use only cast iron rings, to not use chrome rings, to not hone the barrel, and to not bead blast the barrel. Each cylinder had a card on it detailing the recommended break-in process to be followed. First, fill the engine with non-detergent oil. Then remove the top spark plugs and crank the engine at 10-second intervals until oil pressure shows on the gauge. You must be careful to not overheat the starter motor, so you may have to let it cool between runs, but it is essential to get the oil pressure to ensure immediate lubrication for the various parts of the engine when the engine actually starts. The plugs were reinstalled and the engine started and run at 12/1400 rpm for two minutes, with a 15-minute cooling period between runs. Although you’re allowed three runs, I did only two to



check for leaks and then flew for 45 minutes at about 85 percent power to start the break-in. I did find one major discrepancy on the ground runs. I had failed to tighten the valve cover screws, and at least one of the covers leaked oil when the engine pumped the valve train full. There were a few minor discrepancies on the flight, such as oil pressure being too high (corrected post-flight by adjusting the pressure relief valve), the rpm at takeoff was about 125 rpm low (fixed by adjustment of the governor stop), the altitude hold part of the autopilot was inoperative (I reversed two hoses), and idle rpm was about 100 rpm high (minor adjustment of the idle stop on the overhauled carburetor). Each of these “issues” was easy to fix, with the governor being the most troublesome, requiring the removal of the top cowl for access. During the 45-minute first flight, the engine used less than a half-quart of oil, which, in my opinion, is excellent for the initial break-in flight. The engine temperatures and pressures all stabilized after about 10 minutes of the flight. I think most of the break-in was completed during this flight. I was using AeroShell 80 mineral oil. At 5°C, I was indicating 160 knots at 4,500 feet over the field at 85 percent power. One interesting sidelight: As we were hooking up the various sensor hoses that go through the firewall, I noted that someone had helped me when we removed the engine by writing the name of each sensor next to the bulkhead union at the firewall. Fortunately, I pressurized each system as it was installed and found that when I turned on the fuel boost pump, the manifold pressure gauge went crazy! It turns out the fuel pressure and MAP unions are both the same size and had been labeled in reverse. No damage appears to have been done, but I am glad I pre-checked each EAA Sport Aviation
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maintenance & restoration



It may take longer to do your own overhaul, but the educational and money-saving benefits, as well as personal satisfaction gained, make it worthwhile.



system. Imagine my problems if I had first noticed this during the first flight (a MAP gauge full of fuel and negative fuel pressure). You will notice that this recommended break-in procedure was designed to very quickly stress the cylinders with high heat and pressure to cause them to break in. This is also the procedure usually recommended for standard channel chrome cylinders. For plain steel or nitrided cylinders, another approach, usually less aggressive, is followed. Lycoming lays out a procedure for engine test or “run-in” in Section 9 of its overhaul manual and in its service instructions on the latest version, SI 1124. Lycoming recommends run-in in a test cell, but in the event that a test cell is not available, it is permissible to mount the engine in the airframe. The company requires that a “test club” (high-pitched, short-span wooden prop) and a special cooling shroud be used for adequate cooling, but in my experience, you can do a decent job with your standard prop and all cowling in place. It is recommended that calibrated gauges independent of the airframe be used, but again, for your homebuilt, you can probably get by with the new gauges you installed in the plane, particularly if you put in a multi-function engine indication and crew alerting system. In any event, try to maximize the cooling by aligning 102
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the plane into the wind and having the cowl flaps open. Also, avoid dusty locations and loose stones. If the engine has a controllable pitch prop, run it in full flat pitch (control in for max rpm). Do not exceed 230°F oil temperature, and do not exceed 500°F cylinder head temperature (bayonet-type probe). If any of these temperature limits are exceeded, shut down the engine and let it cool. After cooling, restart the test at the point you left off. Start the engine and run it at 1200 rpm for 10 minutes, then 1500 rpm for 10 minutes, and 1800 rpm for another 10 minutes. Do a mag check at 1800 rpm. Then go to 2000 rpm for 10 minutes, 2200 for 10 minutes, 2400 for 10 minutes, and finally, normal rated rpm (usually 2700) for 10 minutes. If the prop had not been cycled prior, it will take about half to two-thirds of a quart of oil, messing up any check you were doing for oil consumption, so either do it prior or do not do it at all. In my experience, you will see a dramatic drop in cylinder head temperature of about 40 degrees around the 1800 rpm run time. The engine cylinder walls will be breaking in at this point. You may see further breakin as you fly the plane, but this ground run will ensure enough break-ins to avoid glazed cylinder walls while doing initial taxi tests of a homebuilt, and the test will point out any problems with the engine prior to actual flight.



Lycoming goes on to recommend a one-hour test flight of at least 75 percent power with shallow climbs for maximum cooling. The ground run-in should be done with mineral oil. After the run-in, you can check the screens and filters for any signs of internal distress. Again, I most strongly recommend that you follow the break-in process recommended by the overhauler/manufacturer of your cylinders. My examples here are intended only to give you an idea of different methods.



Overhaul and Rebuild— What Do They Mean? Overhaul is easy. See Federal Aviation Regulations Part 43.2. It is an engine that “…using methods, techniques, and practices acceptable to the Administrator, it has been disassembled, cleaned, inspected, repaired as necessary, and reassembled and has been tested in accordance with approved standards and technical data [overhaul manual] …acceptable to the Administrator….” You can do this. Rebuild is worded exactly the same as “overhaul” except that it must be done “…to the same tolerances and limits as a new item, using either new parts or used parts that either conform to new part tolerances and limits or to approved oversized or undersized dimensions.” Note that a used but standard undersize part may be installed. You could get a rebuilt engine from Lycoming with undersize bearing diameters! And, you can rebuild your engine. Have fun overhauling—or rebuilding—your engine. Richard Koehler is an associate professor of aerospace sciences at the University of the District of Columbia and has been an EAA member since 1980. He is an active airframe and powerplant mechanic with inspection authorization, a commercial pilot with instrument and multi-engine ratings, and an EAA technical counselor and flight advisor. EAA Sport Aviation
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Engine Overhaul - Size 

Harrison Engine Service of La Porte, Indiana. It charges only for ... you could not call it overhauled, just repaired. ... U.S. Service Center Florida: MT-Propeller ...
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Maintenance & Restoration: Top Versus Major Overhaul 

not to repair a cylinder on an engine with 2,100 hours SMOH. ... every owner should ask these questions: ... Common reasons for removing a cylinder include.
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Maintenance & Restoration: Top Versus Major Overhaul 

abuse and wear than the â€œbottom endâ€� components in the crankcase. In fact, highly stressed ... specific instructions for component wear limits and replace- ... part of the cylinder assembly. A signifi- ... port and/or spark plug hole. These areas
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Maintenance & Restoration: Prop Talk - Size 

U.S. Service Center Florida: MT-Propeller USA, Inc. Phone: (386) 736-7762 info"mt-propellerusa.com. Headquarters in Germany: MT-Propeller Entwicklung ...
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Maintenance & Restoration: Engine Oils and Additives 

recommended in the manual. ... AeroShell and Exxon Elite are examples of semi-synthetic oils, while ... 65, 80, 100, and 120 do not contain ashless dispersants.
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maintenance & restoration Propeller Maintenance 

trifugal force acting to pull the blades from the hub. While ... easily tear the engine from its mounts, rendering the air- .... Issue Frequency: Monthly. 5.
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maintenance & restoration Propeller Maintenance 

2. Mailed In-County Paid Subscriptions Stated on PS Form 3541. (Include paid distribution above nominal rate, advertiser's proof copies, and exchange copies) ...
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Maintenance & Restoration: Engine Oils and Additives 

Castrol AD100, AeroShell Oil W100 Plus, and Phillips 66. Type A 100AW and 100AD are all straight-weight oils with AD additives. Phillips 66 X/C 20W50, Exxon ...
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maintenance & restoration Fuel System Maintenance 

with no moving parts and a simple flat gasket where the cap meets the ... owners keep pipe cleaners (attached to. â€œremove ... designs on general aviation aircraft:.
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Maintenance & Restoration: DIY Aircraft Maintenance 

cated owner is the best insurance you can have to maintain your safety as well as your .... dental to operations. (27) The interchange of balloon bas- kets and ...
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Maintenance & Restoration: DIY Aircraft Maintenance 

a fun and rewarding experience and might make you a more ... holder of a pilot certificate issued under Part 61 may .... school approved under Sec. 147.21(e).
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Maintenance & Restoration: Charging Ahead 

Within this system, the battery has two main jobs. This first is to act as ... Check the security of all battery hold-down hardware and straps, and replace such when ...
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Maintenance & Restoration: Aircraft Rigging 

two that will get us to our destination a little quick- er. As soon as ... include fixed trim-tabs that are sig- nificantly ... To properly inspect wing dihedral and rig the ...
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maintenance & restoration Fuel System Maintenance 

During the descent, the pilot made a Mayday call advising that .... This is the inside of a wet wing fuel tank, with the fuel-sending unit in the center. You can see ...
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Maintenance & Restoration: Post-Maintenance Inspections 

the individual who completed the work, so that you get the complete list. Many good mechanics will take care of small items that are not part of the main job as ...
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Maintenance & Restoration: Fighting Corrosion 

sion management plan can dra- .... Computer Sciences Corporation Federal Sector ... Every paint shop knows that once the aircraft has been stripped, it's time.
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Maintenance & Restoration: Aircraft Rigging 

each wingtip to a point on the center- line of the tail cone. ... a facility that has the proper tools for the job and is .... U.S. Service Center Florida: MT-Propeller USA ...
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Maintenance & Restoration: Panel Makeovers 

good news is that you don't have to break the bank to clean up ... This work can often be done by the ... mechanic team with more â€œsweat equityâ€� than cash. An avionics ... Getting Things in Line ... For a small fee, the overhaul shop can also.
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Technical Counselor: Engine Overhaul 

hours ago, so I knew the complete history and operating conditions of the engine. ... luck with rework of the cylinders at a small shop called. Harrison Engine ...
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maintenance & restoration Aircraft Rigging 

less than the numbers in your operations manual. While it's questionable whether any of .... A calibrated cable tensiometer is a must for this task, and the adjust-.
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Maintenance & Restoration: Weight Factors 

This part of the lift equation can be simplified into ... question of performance becomes a huge jigsaw puzzle. ... Weight and balance play an important part in aircraft ... these performance figures based ... limits, elevator and rudder response bec
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Maintenance & Restoration: Oiling Up 

select the proper oil for the job, fly the plane, and change the oil at the proper intervals. Most piston aircraft oil systems consist of a reservoir, a pickup .... et, oil analysis kit, wrenches for the oil filter, and .... cover the basics of safet
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Craft & Technique: Aircraft Fairings, Part II - Size 

original hand-worked 1100 0.040 aluminum was plan- ished with the air hammer using steel over plastic to ... battery and a few reagents, I discover the obvious: ...
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Maintenance & Restoration: Panel Makeovers 

UMA (www.UMAInstruments.com) sell electroluminescent light strips, as well as instrument bezels for retrofit. Electroluminescent lighting systems produce an ...
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